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Name:
Location:
Size:
Status:
Height:
GPS:

Elephant Rock
Rubicon State Forest
Large
Rediscovered - 20th April 2013
550 m above sea level
-37.339080, 145.866122

Elephant Rock is a large granite rock
located in the Rubicon State Forest. It was a
major tourism attraction up until it was lost
to the history books after the late 1930s.

Elephant Rock
Courtesy Sandra Cumming &
Courtesy State Library Victoria.
Photographer Lin Cumming

Elephant Rock is a large natural rock formation extending from the southern side of a steep
bank, in the Rubicon State Forest. An article in The Age newspaper in 1926, states that the area
was: 'one of the most famous beauty spots in Victoria - the Fern Glade of surpassing
loveliness, shaded by the massive Elephant Rock, a huge monolith.'
It is likely that the original track to Elephant Rock started at the site of an Historic Township
and was cut through bushland. This track took the walker through an area known as the Fern
Grotto (or Fern Glades), then it is likely the track slowly gained elevation and eventually met
up with Elephant Rock.
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The attraction fell out of the history books circa 1926 and it has been suggested that the track to
the rock was never re-established after the 1939 bushfires burnt the area, destroying all the mills
in the Rubicon Ranges and killing 12 timber workers.
In 2009 Artworkz (a small volunteer and non-profit Tourism and Heritage Group) discovered
the existence of the rock from photographs from local contributor (Rod Falconer). The images
taken by his Grandfather J.P. Campbell, were the first indicators to us that the rock had once
existed as a tourism attraction. Rod and Artworkz Creator David Hibbert, commenced searching
for the rock shortly after this discovery. David then found more information about the rock and
brought all facts together in this free public factsheet.
Sandra Cumming was another early contributor to the Artworkz Project and two of her father’s
photographs also identified Elephant Rock. The discovery of two maps loosely pinpointing
Elephant Rock’s location immediately refined the search area. All initial searches up until this
point had wrongly focused on the Snobs Creek Area.
Around this time, Historian and Artworkz Editor Lawrence Hood released Issue Two of the
'Historic Times' Newspaper. A reproduction of an
article from The Age in 1926 referencing Elephant
Rock was included in the newspaper, in the hope of
generating interest to perhaps lead to its
rediscovery. Though this was not the case.
As Artworkz grew, Ron Cooper joined the Elephant
Rock search effort. His position at the Local
'Alexandra Friends of the Library Bookshop' gave
him great scope to publicise its existence. Ron was
able to talk to a large number of locals and
discovered many solid leads, though none bore
fruit. Elephant Rock continued to allude every
effort to find it. The team turned to satellite
imagery with no result, and no current maps noted
its position. At this point we really needed feet on
the ground to slowly reduce the search area.
In 2011 David met Kelly Petersen, who was
amazed at the rock’s existence. He actively
searched in the ranges, though again no result was
forthcoming. A further connection with Chris Lees
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in early 2012 again saw another capable bushwalker scouring the area. However yet again, the
rock was not found. Efforts continued with individuals and groups searching the area when time
allowed.
In early 2012 David connected with DEPI Ranger James Cowell, who spoke in turn with other
contacts he had to try and discover more information. Efforts were fruitless and the rock was to
remain hidden. Some wondered at this point if it had fallen or would simply never be found?
This factsheet was central to our efforts as it presented the magnificent rock to the public and
induced interest with whoever saw it. David Hibbert was hoping that at some point the factsheet
would end up in the exact right hands. This occurred in April of 2013, when local Allan Layton
attended his first Artworkz History Cafe at the Alexandra Library.
Allan found out about the existence of the rock and was immediately captivated. David emailed
Allan a copy of the factsheet who upon receiving it, quickly passed it onto other interested
friends. One of those was local Rubicon identity and
Rubicon Historian John Horn.
John had worked in the Rubicon area for most of his life,
yet knew nothing of Elephant Rock. He passed on the
information to his son Marcus who also works in the
Rubicon Ranges. Marcus quickly put his father’s and his
own local knowledge to work, and came up with a possible
area interest.
On 20 April 2013, Marcus Horn (right) ventured solo
into the bush and two hours later had made history by
re-discovering one of Rubicon's significant tourism
attractions - Elephant Rock!
A few days later David Hibbert received confirmation via Allan Layton of the discovery, though
with no names, photograph or GPS location, David decided to continue searching until more
information was forthcoming. On the following Saturday (27 April) Artworkz Founders David
and Debbie Hibbert again ventured into the bush in search of the illusive monolith. After
walking along a river for around 90 minutes, Debbie slipped and fell onto rocks and then rolled
into a deep section of river. She was drenched and sustained injuries that ended the day’s
activities. Once she was able, an immediate exit was made. This was to be the first of two minor
injuries received during the search for the rock.
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On 1 May, David Hibbert received another email from Allan Layton with a picture of what was
believed to be Elephant Rock attached. We were very excited and although an inspection by the
Artworkz team would be required before we could publish the find, it all looked extremely
promising.
On 5 May 2013, Marcus Horn and his father John took Ron Cooper, Chris Lees and
David Hibbert to the rock's location and the team were able to confirm with confidence
that this was in-fact the lost Elephant Rock. David's wife Debbie and Kelly Petersen were
unable to attend, even though they had both spent considerable time looking for the rock.
A large number of photographs from different angles were taken and the team then sat on the
rock and had a small lunch thanks to Chris Lees, who had the foresight to bring smoked salmon
and biscuits - a fitting end to a three year search. It is considered unlikely this rock feature will
even be re-opened to the public, due to safety concerns. Though thanks to all those involved in
its search and subsequent discovery, you can now see it in this factsheet.

Interestingly, during the entire period we were searching for Elephant Rock, we didn't
found anyone who had knowledge of this rock or its location. We have since learnt that
contributor Travis Easton was aware of it from old tourism brochures. We also learnt that
some confused Elephant Rock with Monkey Rock (also known as Judge Rock) a large
rock which sits on the Rubicon Haulage high
above the Rubicon Power Station. Even local
identity Roy Heap, who started work on the
Rubicon Hydro Scheme as a young man in 1945
and worked there all of his working life, was
unaware of the rock and was surprised when
shown the photographs old maps in 2011.
For all intents and purposes, Elephant Rock had
been lost to the Victorian Tourism Industry, the
media, the emergency services, Parks Victoria,
Vic Forests, and the Department of Environment
and Primary Industry. (DEPI).
On 14 August 2017, Elephant Rock was added
to the VicMap data thanks to a submission by
Travis Easton.

Elephant Rock
© Ron Cooper 2013
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1911

Multiple photographs of Elephant Rock were taken by prominent
photographers J.P. Campbell and local Alexandra photographer and
businessman Lin Cumming (Lindsay Gordon Cumming).

Circa 1912

Elephant Rock mentioned in the
Plateaus.

5 February 1915

The Seymour Express published an article entitled "Trip to the
Rubicon' in which a reference is made to a river discovered near their
camp hut called Elephant River. It is presumed likely that this name
was given as Elephant Rock is located upstream of this river.

1920

A hand drawn map was published with Elephant Rock marked on it.

1935

A map was published with Elephant Rock marked on it. This map is
identical to the hand drawn district map published in 1920 and is an
indication that the rock was still public knowledge at that time. The
map was originally printed between 1909 and 1911.

Circa 1936

Elephant Rock’s location was lost to the bush. In our best estimates,
this occurred sometime after 1936. It has been speculated that it may
have been lost after the 1939 bushfires that devastated the area.

2003

Nigel Sinnott published a book called 'Place Names of the Alexandra,
Lake Eildon and Big River Area of Victoria'. In it, Nigel lists
Elephant Rock, though only mentions that it appeared on early
tourism maps.

April 2009

Artworkz was formed after the 2009 bushfires to help fill the gaps in
local tourism and quickly decided to build a free modern electronic
tourism platform. Artworkz is a non-profit group of local volunteers
who are passionate about the area. Our efforts are partly based around
reconnecting people with our districts heritage - which has in many
areas has largely been lost. Our free eSplash eMagazine is a tourism
and heritage based publication with a world-wide readership.

December 2009

Artworkz publish first newsletter, which become known as the
'eSplash' eMagazine in 2010. The eSplash would later be responsible
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for breaking the news of the re-discovery of Elephant Rock. It also
played an important role throughout the search for the rock by
alerting readers of the rocks existence and the search for it.
2009

Artworkz first re-discover the existence of Elephant Rock from two
photographs of the rock taken at Rubicon in the early 1900s. These
photographs were taken by prominent Australian Photographer J. P.
Campbell. The photographs were discovered after Snobs Creek local
Rod Falconer allowed Artworkz access to digitise his Grandfather’s
photographic collection for use in our free District Heritage Projects.
Photographer J.P Campbell's factsheet can be downloaded here.

2010

Rod Falconer and David Hibbert conduct the first field trip to look
for Elephant Rock. The search area was initially in the Snobs Creek
Area.

2010

Local Sandra Cumming gave us access to her father’s photographic
collection, many of which are now freely available on the State
Library Website. Amongst these images were two images of Elephant
Rock taken circa 1911. Lin Cummings Factsheet can be downloaded
here.

2010

Two old hand drawn maps of the Rubicon Ranges showed the
approximate location of Elephant Rock were discovered. As a result
all efforts shifted from the Snobs Creek area to the Rubicon Ranges.
While the maps helped, they did not pinpoint the exact location.

Late 2010

Local Ron Cooper started attending the Artworkz History Cafe and
took on the Elephant Rock mystery with great enthusiasm. Using his
position as a volunteer at the Alexandra Friends of the Library
Bookshop, he asked people and sought information about the rock.

September 2010

Artworkz released their first 'Historic Times' Heritage Newspaper.
Editor Lawrence Hood included an article that mentioned the rock’s
existence.

Early 2011

This Artworkz Factsheet was created. It included all available
information, photographs, a newspaper article and two old maps.
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Like all factsheets, it grew as things developed and new information
became available.
October 2011

30 December 2011

Artworkz begin field trips to locate Elephant Rock in the Rubicon
State Forest Area, using new information found on two old maps
found on the State Library Website. Team members who conducted
these early searches included Kelly Petersen, Ron Cooper and David
& Debbie Hibbert.
David spoke with DEPI (Department of Environment & Primary
Industries) Ranger James Cowell who tried to locate the rock. David
sent him the factsheet with the maps. James mentioned how campers
along the Rubicon Road camping grounds would love a walk to a
monolith rock.

2012

People searching for the rock now included Kelly Petersen, Lloyd
Foster, Chris Lees and David & Debbie Hibbert.

Early 2013

A second old newspaper article was found by local historian Leisa
Lees which added more intrigue to the mystery of the lost monolithic
rock.
David spoke with DEPI (Department of Environment & Primary
Industries) Manager David Bowdern regarding Elephant Rock. He
was keen to have it found and saw potential in its rediscovery.
Local Historian Allan Layton first attended the monthly Artworkz
History Cafe and found out about our search for Elephant Rock. We
sent him the factsheet which he then sent on to a friend (John Horn).
Local John Horn spoke to his son Marcus about this discovery and
Marcus decided to find the rock using their local knowledge.

March 2013

6 April 2013

20 April 2013

Marcus Horn ventured up into the Rubicon Ranges looking for
Elephant Rock. He discovered Elephant Rock after just two
hours of searching. He photographed the rock for identification
purposes.

23 April 2013

We received first word that the rock may have been found via an
email from Allan Layton. It read:
'It has been found!
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I showed the factsheet to a friend, who has as long an
association with Rubicon as I (nearly 45 years). He passed the
factsheet over to some others, who have traversed that area
quite often over recent past years.
They were quite intrigued, and one of them knew of a likely
search area where there was exposed rock.
He has since found it, overgrown but recognisable. I have been
given the rough area where it is, but unfortunately no info as to
how close (or otherwise) to the river.
They are planning a trip of 3 or 4 of them in the near future. Till
they can do that I'd like to keep it a bit under wraps, so that it
remains 'their' find, until we have better evidence.
I have impressed on my contact the need for GPS coordinates
and photos. I will talk a bit further with them and see if we can
get something for you before the next History Cafe.'
No additional information was supplied at this time.
30 April 2013

1 May 2013

Debbie and David Hibbert venture into the Rubicon Ranges to again
try to locate the lost Elephant Rock. A series of two falls by Debbie
cause injury which ended the search. This was the first injury
sustained by a search member.
David received an email from Allan Layton with an attached
photograph of Elephant Rock. The email read:
'Hi David,
This has come to me via a circuitous route, but it looks like it
doesn’t it ?
Allan
PS. Haven’t got GPS coords, but hope that they noted them !'

4 May 2013

Allan Layton spoke at History Cafe regarding the discovery of
Elephant Rock and the photograph was shown to those in attendance
on the big screen. Allan informed us that local, Marcus Horn had
been the one who had discovered the rock. Allan later came out for
lunch with some of the group and we talked about the discovery and
looked at maps.

4 May 2013

David received a call from John Horn regarding Elephant Rock. He
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offered to help our group walk to the rock’s location. We took him up
on his offer and organized a trip for the following day (Sunday).
5 May 2013

Locals, Marcus Horn, John Horn, Ron Cooper, Chris Lees and David
Hibbert set out at 9.30 on a trip to confirm the discovery of Elephant
Rock, first made by Marcus Horn two weeks earlier. The team used
tracking equipment to trace our steps and establish a GPS location.
Ron fell and injured his shoulder during the walk, hindering his
movement later in the day and requiring further medical attention.






The rock was confirmed by photographic alignment with the older
photographs taken at Elephant Rock in 1911.
The rock was confirmed as being intact.
No sign of the original track to the rock was found.
The area was overgrown with one fallen tree laying on the rock.
Ron Cooper was 69 years old at the time of the walk, and spent
over 6 hours in the bush (an amazing effort). He injured his
shoulder at the start of the trek, though continued on regardless.

6 May 2013

The appropriate organisation was made aware of the rocks confirmed
existence and its exact location.

17 May 2013

With approval, Artworkz first published information regarding the
discovery of Elephant Rock in their free electronic Tourism, Arts and
Heritage eMagazine called the eSplash.

4 June 2013

Win News ran a story on Elephant Rock. WinTV Reporter Alexia
Boland and cameraman Lee interviewed local historians Allan
Layton and Leisa Lees regarding the discovery of Elephant Rock and
the lost Cathedral Caves. The story even made the early promos for
the news.

19 June 2013

David Hibbert heard second hand that a deer hunter at Yea told an
Artworkz contributor (Bob Reed) that he knew where the rock was
all along and that it was never lost to him. We are not aware of who
this was, though we did always suspected someone would know of its
whereabouts and that they would likely be a fisherman of hunter.
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14 August 2017

Thanks to the efforts of Travis Easton, Elephant Rock was accepted
onto the VicMap Register as an official location.
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Elephant Rock photographed in 1911 by prominent photographer J.P. Campbell
Photograph courtesy Rod Falconer
Photographer J.P. Campbell 1911
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Elephant Rock in 1911
Photograph courtesy Rod Falconer
Photographer J.P. Campbell 1911
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Elephant Rock circa 1911
Photographer Lin Cumming
Courtesy Sandra Cumming & Courtesy State Library Victoria
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On the way to Elephant Rock in 1911
Photographer Lin Cumming
Courtesy Sandra Cumming & Courtesy State Library Victoria
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Fern Grotto, on the way to Elephant Rock in 1911
Photographer J.P. Campbell
Courtesy Rod Falconer
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On the pathway to Elephant Rock in 1911
Photographer J.P. Campbell
Courtesy Rod Falconer
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Elephant River.
This mention of a river called
Elephant River, may have
relevance to Elephant Rock.
Seymour Express
5 January 1915
Courtesy National Library Australia.
The full two part article
can be found below:
Part 1

Rubicon Fern Glades and Elephant Rock
The Age
12 December 1926
Courtesy Google News 2013
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An Alexandra & District map showing Elephant Rock in the Rubicon State Forest. This is a
copy of the previous map, used by the Alexandra & Yea Standard in 1935. The original map
was first published between 1909 and 1911 based on advertising on the side of the map.
Courtesy National Library Australia
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A tourist map from the 1950s. Elephant Rock is still located on this map
From an old 1950s Alexandra Brochure, courtesy Lloyd Foster 2012
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Alexandra & District map in 1935
Of special note is the inclusion of Elephant Rock in the Rubicon Ranges
Courtesy National Library Australia
Alexandra & Yea Standard
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A tourist map (inset) from the mid 1950s. Elephant Rock is still located on this map
From inside page of old brochure from 1950s
Courtesy Tony Ballino 2012
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- RUBICON'S ELEPHANT ROCK RE-DISCOVERY -

ELEPHANT ROCK
R E - DISCOVERED

BY

M ARCUS H ORN 20 TH A PRIL 2013

John Horn

Marcus Horn

Chris Lees

Ron Cooper

Cameraman David Hibbert

Re-discovered
After three years of searching, Artworkz are happy to announce that
Rubicon's Elephant Rock has been re-discovered by a local adventurer.
Artworkz Reporter © David Hibbert 2013

- A P E R F E C T LY F O R M E D G R A N I T E S P H E R E -

A river served as a track for us to walk along for some of the time

- JO H N HO R N TA K IN G A S H O RT B R EA K -

Local Rubicon identity John Horn

- MARCUS HORN HELPING RON COOPER -

"Thank you guys...
On the 5th of May 2013, five of us trekked in to Elephant
Rock in Rubicon Ranges, which had been lost for nearly
100 years and was re-found by Marcus (one of the team)
two weeks previously. I wish to give my many thanks to
the team for their help, in particular after I injured my left
shoulder in a fall on the slope leading down to a River.
Without their help and companionship, I do not know how
I would have made it through as I did.
Thanks to Marcus, Chris, John and David."
Ron Cooper - Artworkz Photographer/Reporter....

The team worked well together, making the trek much more enjoyable

- CHRIS LEES MOVING UP THE RIVER -

Chris later wore two backpacks to help an older walker

- CLIMBING UP TO ELEPHANT ROCK Taken by
Marcus on
the day he
re-discovered
the rock.

Photograph © Marcus Horn 2013

The bottom image is of Marcus on Elephant Rock from below

- MARCUS HORN SITTING ON ELEPHANT ROCK Local Marcus Horn
discovered the rock
on Saturday 20th
April 2013, after
hearing of its
existence only
days before.

The printed photo was taken circa 1911 and matches perfectly with the colour photo

- SITTING ON TOP OF ELEPHANT ROCK -

The team worked well together, and this made the trip lots of fun

- C H AT T I N G A B O U T T H E D I S C O V E RY -

The bottom view is looking North East from on top of Elephant Rock

- DEAD BRANCHES LITTER THE ROCK -

The bottom view - Ron Cooper under a section of Elephant Rock

- THE MOUTH OF ELEPHANT ROCK -

Taken from beside Elephant Rock

- LOOKING DOWN FROM THE ROCK -

Photograph © Ron Cooper 2013

- A FA LLEN TR EE LIES A CR OSS TH E R OC K -

Photograph © Ron Cooper 2013

- N AT U R A L R O C K F O R M AT I O N -

Photograph © Ron Cooper 2013

- C O M PA R I S O N I M A G E RY -

Getting into the same position was not possible because of the dense growth

- T A K I N G A B R E A K O N T H E WAY O U T -

A well-earned break helped us to keep going. We spent around 6.5 hours in the bush.

- UNDER ELEPHANT ROCK Adventurer Chris Lees inspecting
the underbelly of Elephant Rock.

The bottom photograph is of a natural formation that caught our attention on the way out

- SOME OF OUR LOST ATTRACTIONS -

ELEPHANT ROCK,
FERN GLADES,
ROYSTON FALLS &
THE MIGHTY LOWER
SNOBS CREEK FALLS
- Lost to modern tourism These three Tourism Attractions once worked
together to help establish Alexandra and
District as a major Tourism Destination.
Today, they are all but lost

Lower Snobs
Creek Falls
Snobs Creek

Content courtesy State Library Victoria, Sandra Cumming,
Kelly Petersen, David & Debbie Hibbert and Travis Eastern.
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